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Free proxy vpn chrome
FlashVPN is one of the most popular free VPN proxy apps for Android, with more than 10 million installs reported on Google Play.The app has adverts – lots and lots of ads, autoplaying, noisy, filling the screen, forcing you to wait - but otherwise it's entirely free, with no signup required and no bandwidth
or time limits.The network has grown since our last review, up from 5 to 9 locations: Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Netherlands, Singapore, UK and US.Want to try FlashVPN? Download it hereWe would normally try to find a little more information about a VPN before we installed it, but
FlashVPN just doesn't provide any. There's no website beyond the Google Play page, no contact method other than a generic Gmail address, an address ('128 Aberdeen Main Road') which might host a number of businesses in Hong Kong, but otherwise no other evidence that the supposed developer
(FlashSoftware) even exists. VPN's are supposed to be about preserving anonymity, but usually that's to benefit the customer, not the provider.FlashVPN's privacy policy reveals that the company may disclose information collected on its users (Image credit: FlashVPN)PrivacyA VPN provider's privacy
policy is its opportunity to win your trust by spelling out exactly what data it collects, what it doesn't, and how it does its very best to protect your privacy at all times.FlashVPN Free VPN Proxy's lack of a website meant we were already struggling to trust it, and it doesn't help that the privacy policy is
accessed by an HTTP connection to a raw IP address ( Checking the address out on Google, we found it was also used by LinkVPN and a number of now obsolete VPN apps, again with no real indication who was behind any of them.The privacy policy claims: 'We do not monitor your traffic. The only
thing we monitor if the IPs you are using to enter our servers are not blacklisted in respected Black lists databases, like spamhaus.org.'Well, okay. Unfortunately, it spoils the effect by going on: 'We may disclose information we collect from you: To the law enforcement organizations, if we obliged to, and
Information required in suspect of breach of the law.' So, it does collect information, then?The policy certainly gives that impression, stating: 'We keep all information on highly secured servers based in United Kingdom and USA. All Information might be transferred to other servers we could use and we will
take reasonably care with these possible transfers.'We wouldn't take this too seriously. Our guess is that FlashVPN Free VPN Proxy is using a boilerplate privacy policy containing some cobbled-together sentences which tell users what it thinks they want to hear, and if it is collecting information, we'd be
astonished if this is being 'carefully transferred ' to 'highly secured servers based in the United Kingdom and USA.'This does mean we've absolutely no idea what FlashVPN Free VPN Proxy might be doing with your data, though, and the 'company' doesn't seem eager to tell us. If you place any value in
the transparency or trustworthiness of your VPN provider, this probably isn't the service for you.FlashVPN requests access to more permissions than other VPN apps we've reviewed (Image credit: Google)PermissionsApp permissions can sometimes offer clues about their activities, and FlashVPN Free
Proxy's are particularly interesting.FlashVPN Free VPN Proxy asks for control over many network functions, much as you would expect for a VPN app: to view Wi-Fi connections, receive data from the internet, change network connectivity, and connect and disconnect from Wi-Fi.It also asks for the 'phone
status and identity' permission, which is a little more dubious. Does the app need to recognize when you're receiving an incoming phone call? We don't see why. This permission could be used to obtain your IMEI number, though, a unique identifier for your device. If a developer captured this during
connection, it would allow building up browsing histories over time for individual devices.It asks for the right to draw over other apps. That's not uncommon for apps which display ads, because full screen ads will always obscure something else, but it's still not a permission you should accept unless you
trust the provider. (An app which can draw over others might be able to fool you into taking actions you wouldn't follow otherwise.)The app asks for permission to read, modify or delete your photos, media, and whatever else you might be storing, too. Many legitimate apps do the same, and this doesn't
necessarily mean FlashVPN will behave maliciously, but it leaves that possibility open. As the developer has given us absolutely no reason to trust it, that has to be a concern.The app even displays ads for other more reputable VPN services (Image credit: FlashVPN)AppFlashVPN Free VPN Proxy is
easy to install, at least if you're not worried about its scary permissions. It’s a simple matter of tap, tap, tap – done.After fighting through a succession of annoying full-screen ads, we finally reached the app interface. This works much like every other free or paid VPN app in the world: a Connect button by
default connects you to your nearest server, and you're able to manually choose another from a simple location list.Tapping Connect displayed an ad, and another ad, and maybe another (we'd begun to lose track), before finally getting us online.There's no hint of any other features or abilities. No favorites
system, no automatic connections, no indicators of server load or latency, no protocol options, no settings at all.Be careful choosing 'Auto select' as you won't know which location you're connecting to (Image credit: FlashVPN)If you've left the app set to 'Auto select' your server, we noticed the interface
doesn't tell you which country it's chosen. That's annoying, as we know from experience that not every VPN gives you the location you'd expect.The app makes it more difficult to change locations that it should be, too, forcing you to close the current connection before you begin another.We noticed that we
weren't left drowning in ads the next time we clicked the Connect button, though. Seems like the app does give you an occasional break from the marketing overload.We use a number of different speed tests to gauge the performance of each VPN we review (Image credit: Ookla)PerformanceFlashVPN
Free VPN Proxy speeds were inconsistent and generally poor during our review, ranging from around 4-20Mbs for our UK location. Quality VPNs typically average 67-68Mps at the same site.FlashVPN Free VPN Proxy correctly replaced our own DNS server, but with public services (Cloudflare, Google)
rather than its own.We had occasional difficulties with some sites thinking we weren't in the countries we selected, for example seeing the UK server as being in France or Germany. Geolocation is an uncertain business, though, and problems aren't unusual. Most sites saw our virtual location correctly,
and worked just as we would expect.FlashVPN proved to be reasonably successful at site unblocking, too, with the app allowing us to access BBC iPlayer and US Netflix. It failed with Amazon Prime Video and Disney+, but that's not unusual, even for commercial VPNs.Final verdictWe like that FlashVPN
is free and unlimited, but we hate the lack of transparency, and the need to give an app from an anonymous developer the right to read and modify your storage. If you can live with that, it might be worth using for simple site unblocking tasks, but we wouldn't trust it with anything faintly confidential or
important.Also check out our complete list of the best VPN services Some VPNs struggle to make themselves stand out from the crowd, but VPN Proxy Master isn't one of them. The website boasts that it's the "fastest secure VPN in the world", and whatever the truth of that, the reported 150 million plus
users suggests a lot of people are happy.The range of apps gets the company off to a good start, with downloads available for Windows, Mac, Android and iOS, and there's now a Chrome extension, too. VPN Proxy Master claims its network has grown significantly over the past year, too, from only 7
locations the last time we reviewed the service, to 40+ now (and the claimed 6,000 servers looks impressive, too - that's in the same region as what NordVPN offers).The reality seems, well, different. Our Windows client supported only 16 locations across 9 countries (US, UK, Australia, Canada, France,
Germany, India, Japan, Singapore), for instance, with an additional 5 'special' locations for website unblocking or P2P.Want to try VPN Proxy Master? Check out the website hereBrowsing the website raised more questions than answers. A FAQ uses very different figures – 10,000 servers over 50+
countries – but doesn't provide any detailed list. And although a map titled 'Coverage' includes lots of dots, these don't seem to bear any relation to the actual locations. (The map highlights three locations in Africa, for instance, but the site tells us elsewhere that it has locations in every continent but
Africa.)The map of server coverage is misleading (Image credit: VPN Proxy Master)If you're using the free service, you might forgive this kind of detail. As long as you can live with the ads, anyway, because there are plenty. There are animated icons begging to be clicked, full-screen video ads which
demand you "wait 5 seconds to skip", another ad embedded in the Disconnect dialog – and unexpected notifications if you've left the service turned off.Plus points include instant access to the network, with no signup, no usernames, and no need to hand over your email address or other personal
details.There are no annoying bandwidth restrictions, either. You can use the service as much as you like.If you need more, upgrading to the paid VIP service drops the ads and gets you access to faster servers. Monthly prices are steep at $11.99, but choose the annual plan and this plummets to $3.89,
and there's a free seven-day trial on offer if you sign up via mobile.Beware, though, despite VPN Proxy Master claiming you can use the package with multiple devices, this doesn't apply across platforms: sign up via Android, say, and you can't then use the same account with your iOS devices.We weren't
impressed by the company's support for payment methods, either: PayPal, and, oh, wait – just PayPal.Compare VPN Proxy Master with big-name competitors, who typically have more features, better transparency, larger networks and more, and the service is left looking distinctly underpowered and
overpriced.Copying another VPN provider's privacy policy is a major black mark against VPN Proxy Master (Image credit: VPN Proxy Master)PrivacyThe VPN Proxy Master privacy policy includes plenty of detail on its logging policy, stating: "We do not collect logs of your activity, including no logging of
browsing history, traffic destination, data content, or DNS queries. We also never store connection logs, i.e., no logs of your IP address, your outgoing VPN IP address, connection timestamp, or session duration."While that sounds great, there's, well, a problem. If you put those lines into Google, you find
they're taken directly from ExpressVPN's own privacy policy.Maybe the terms and conditions displayed when installing the Windows app would be more useful? There are certainly many more quote-worthy clauses: 'We do not log any user activity (sites visited, DNS lookups, emails etc.) We only log
access attempts to our servers (for security and troubleshooting).'But returning to Google, we found many of these are also used by numerous small VPNs, and most likely come from a PureVPN privacy policy of several years ago.This isn't entirely a cut-and-paste job. VPN Proxy Master has added some
text of its own, but it's so awkwardly phrased and tricky to understand – 'Our VPN APP is a non-obligatory log network' – that you can see why it might have 'borrowed' content from elsewhere.Unless a VPN has gone through a security audit, the privacy policy and no-logging claims are the only indicators
of what the service might be doing. If it wants to earn your trust, it's vital the company is open and transparent. By representing other company's text as its own, VPN Proxy Master is neither, and we see no reason to trust it at all.The Windows app is very basic (Image credit: VPN Proxy Master)AppsThe
Windows app downloads and installs easily, then displays a window suggesting you purchase a commercial plan. It's easy to assume that's your only option, but click the tiny Back arrow at the top-left of the window and you're able to use the basic free service.Checking the app files, we found some
binaries from Project V. This enables managing obfuscated connections outside of the VPN using several protocols (Socks, HTTP, Shadowsocks, VMess). It's a very good package, but we're unsure why it's included here, especially when there's no mention of any related features on VPN Proxy Master's
site.Normally we wouldn't have been too concerned, but given our lack of trust in VPN Proxy Master, we spent a while monitoring the files and the app's connections. We spotted nothing harmful, and so while we'd like to know what the V2ray files are for, we'll treat this as simply 'unexplained' rather than
any kind of issue.Signing in can be difficult, as the website allows creating passwords which aren't supported by the login process. When we first tried logging in, the app displayed a brief 'JSON invalid' message, before leaving us to try again. We realized this was most likely because our password
included a curly bracket, so we replaced it, and then all was well; users who aren't sure what JSON is, however, could easily have wasted a long time trying to solve the problem.The app interface is very basic. By default, it selects the best location for you, but Premium users can choose from the full set of
locations, then connect and disconnect with a click. That's essentially it: there's no Favorites system, no server load figures, no kill switch or choice of protocol. There's a 'Start on launch' toggle, but that's the only setting we found.We found that connecting to a server was a process that didn't happen
quickly (Image credit: VPN Proxy Master)VPN Proxy Master doesn't provide any significant details on how it connects, so we took a very close look at the Windows app. It turned out to be using OpenVPN, with AES-128-CBC encryption and 160-bit SHA1 for HMAC authentication, and using a certificate
signed by QuickBird, a now-defunct Chinese company.That's weaker encryption than we'll usually see – other providers might use AES-256-CBC or GCM, maybe SHA512 – but it's still enough to keep your activities safe from casual snoopers. And if you're doing anything privacy-critical, you probably
shouldn't be using VPN Proxy Master, anyway.The service underperformed on the DNS front, too. Other providers might use their own encrypted DNS on the VPN server; VPN Proxy Master set up our device to use Google DNS.Connection times were often lengthy – 30 seconds or more. They regularly
failed, asking us to try again, even on the Premium plan.There are mobile apps available as well as Windows and Mac clients (Image credit: VPN Proxy Master)If you're using the free plan, keep in mind that the app's 'optimal' setting doesn't mean it'll choose a location in your country. When we connected
from the UK, we were mostly allocated servers in the Netherlands or Germany.VPN Proxy Master doesn't claim to have a kill switch, but we were interested to see what would happen if we dropped the VPN connection. The answer turned out to be 'nothing' – the app interface didn't change, and it still told
us we were connected, even though we were now using our regular unprotected internet connection. That's a poor result; even apps without a kill switch should be able to detect a dropped VPN, notify the user and try to reconnect.One area in which this VPN does shine is when it comes to unblocking
content, including Disney+ and Netflix (Image credit: VPN Proxy Master)NetflixVPN Proxy Master's Premium plan gets you access to specialist streaming servers for unblocking Disney+, Canadian Netflix, BT, as well as a single Netherlands location which supports P2P.That's not exactly a lengthy list, but
the service unblocked Disney+ and Netflix for us, so we're not going to complain.We also had some success with other platforms, when connecting via VPN Proxy Master's regular servers. The UK server got us into BBC iPlayer, for instance, while connecting to the US unblocked Amazon Prime Video.
But we had some failures, too – the Netflix site refused to load properly when we connected via standard US locations – so if you need support for a platform we've not mentioned, sign up for the trial and check it out before you buy.Our speed testing found that UK performance was good enough, but sadly
the same wasn't true in the US (Image credit: TestMy.net)PerformanceVPN Proxy Master claims to be 'the fastest secure VPN in the world', but would this stand up to scrutiny?UK speeds were reasonable at 65-67Mbps on our 75Mbps test line (a significant improvement on the 35-40Mbps we found last
time). The top VPNs might scrape 3-4Mbps more, but that's a very minimal difference.To see just how fast a VPN can go, we now also check out speeds from a US location with a 600Mbps connection. That was relatively disappointing, with daytime tests returning speeds of just 7-8.5Mbps, and evenings
reaching around 40-45Mbps.Our tests took place around the beginning of May 2020, when coronavirus lockdowns were raising internet and VPN traffic levels everywhere, and it's possible that had some effect on the results.We also tested our current speed champion Hotspot Shield during the lockdown
too, though, and its lowest recorded download speed was an amazing 447Mbps. That's exceptional, but many other VPNs have recently averaged 100-200Mbps and more. However many people are sitting at home streaming Netflix right now, it looks like other VPN providers are achieving much, much
better performance than VPN Proxy Master.Final verdictVPN Proxy Master is great at unblocking streaming sites, but that can't make up for poor US speeds, its lack of features, technical issues (below par encryption, using Google DNS, no Windows kill switch), and a lack of transparency which gives us
no reason to trust the service, at all. Try the free versions if you must, but don't hand over any money.We've also highlighted all the best VPN services free proxy vpn chrome extension. free vpn for chrome - vpn proxy veepn. india vpn proxy free chrome extension. betternet unlimited free vpn proxy for
chrome. hotspot shield vpn free proxy extension for chrome. best free vpn proxy extension for chrome. cyberghost vpn - free proxy chrome. best free vpn proxy for chrome
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